Abstract-This paper provides a review of the literature in on-road vision-based vehicle detection, tracking, and behavior understanding. Over the past decade, vision-based surround perception has progressed from its infancy into maturity. We provide a survey of recent works in the literature, placing vision-based vehicle detection in the context of sensor-based on-road surround analysis. We detail advances in vehicle detection, discussing monocular, stereo vision, and active sensor-vision fusion for on-road vehicle detection. We discuss vision-based vehicle tracking in the monocular and stereo-vision domains, analyzing filtering, estimation, and dynamical models. We discuss the nascent branch of intelligent vehicles research concerned with utilizing spatiotemporal measurements, trajectories, and various features to characterize on-road behavior. We provide a discussion on the state of the art, detail common performance metrics and benchmarks, and provide perspective on future research directions in the field.
I. INTRODUCTION

I
N the United States, tens of thousands of drivers and passengers die on the roads each year, with most fatal crashes involving more than one vehicle [1] . Research and development efforts in advanced sensing, environmental perception, and intelligent driver assistance systems seek to save lives and reduce the number of on-road fatalities. Over the past decade, there has been significant research effort dedicated to the development of intelligent driver assistance systems and autonomous vehicles, which is intended to enhance safety by monitoring the on-road environment.
In particular, the on-road detection of vehicles has been a topic of great interest to researchers over the past decade [2] . A variety of sensing modalities has become available for on-road vehicle detection, including radar, lidar, and computer vision. Imaging technology has immensely progressed in recent years. Cameras are cheaper, smaller, and of higher quality than ever before. Concurrently, computing power has dramatically increased. Furthermore, in recent years, we have seen the emergence of computing platforms geared toward parallelization, such as multicore processing and graphical processing units (GPUs). Such hardware advances allow computer vision approaches for vehicle detection to pursue real-time implementation.
With advances in camera sensing and computational technologies, advances in vehicle detection using monocular vision, stereo vision, and sensor fusion with vision have been an extremely active research area in the intelligent vehicles community. On-road vehicle tracking has been also extensively studied. It is now commonplace for research studies to report the ability to reliably detect and track on-road vehicles in real time, over extended periods [3] , [5] . Theoretical, practical, and algorithmic advances have opened up research opportunities that seek higher level of semantic interpretation of on-road vehicle behavior. The aggregate of this spatiotemporal information from vehicle detection and tracking can be used to identify maneuvers and to learn, model, and classify on-road behavior. Fig. 1 depicts the use of vision for on-road interpretation. At the lowest level, various motion and appearance cues are used for on-road vehicle detection. One level up, detected vehicles are associated across frames, allowing for vehicle tracking. Vehicle tracking measures the dynamics of the motion of detected vehicles. At the highest level, an aggregate of spatiotemporal features allows for characterization of vehicle behavior, recognition of specific maneuvers, behavior classification, and longterm motion prediction. Examples of work in this nascent area include prediction of turning behavior [3] , prediction of lane changes [6] , and modeling typical on-road behavior [4] .
In this paper, we provide a review of vision-based vehicle detection, tracking, and on-road behavior analysis. We concentrate our efforts on works published since 2005, referring the reader to [2] for earlier works. We place vision-based vehicle detection in the context of on-road environmental perception, briefly detailing complimentary modalities that are commonly used for vehicle detection, namely, radar and lidar. We then review vision-based vehicle detection, commenting on monocular vision, stereo vision, monocular-stereo combination, and sensor-fusion approaches to vision-based vehicle detection. We discuss vehicle tracking using vision, detailing image-plane and 3-D techniques for modeling, measuring, and filtering vehicle dynamics on the road. We then discuss the emerging body of literature geared toward analysis of vehicle behavior using spatiotemporal cues, including modeling, learning, classification, Fig. 1 . Illustrating the ascending levels of vision for semantic interpretation of the on-road environment. At the lowest level, features such as appearance, disparity, motion, and size are used to detect vehicles in images and video. One level up, data association, temporal coherence, and filtering are used for tracking, to reidentify and measure the dynamic parameters and to estimate the positions of the vehicles. At the highest level, an aggregate of spatiotemporal features is used to learn, model, classify, and predict the behavior and goals of other vehicles on the road. This area of research includes identification of specific maneuvers [3] and modeling typical on-road behavior [4] . and prediction of vehicle maneuvers and goals. We provide our insights and perspectives on future research directions in visionbased vehicle detection, tracking, and behavior analysis.
II. ON-ROAD ENVIRONMENTAL PERCEPTION
While the focus of this paper lies in vision-based vehicle detection, it is pertinent to include a brief treatment of complimentary modalities currently used in on-road vehicle detection. We discuss general sensor-based vehicle detection to place vision-based vehicle detection in the overall context of onroad environmental perception. We take this occasion to discuss conceptual similarities and differences that the various sensing modalities bring to vehicle detection and discuss the emerging avenues for data fusion and systems integration. In particular, we briefly discuss the use of millimeter-wave radar and of lidar, alongside computer vision, for on-road vehicle detection. Table I summarizes the comparison between radar, lidar, and vision for vehicle detection.
Millimeter-wave radar is widely used for detecting vehicles on the road. Radar technology has made its way into production-mode vehicles, for applications including adaptive cruise control (ACC) and side warning assist [7] , [8] . Typically, a frequency-modulated continuous waveform signal is emitted. Its reflections are received and demodulated, and frequency content is analyzed. The frequency shift in the received signal is used to measure the distance to the detected object. Detected objects are then tracked and filtered based on motion characteristics to identify vehicles and other obstacles [7] . The radar sensing used for ACC generally features a narrow angular field of view, well suited to detecting objects in the ego vehicle's lane. Fig. 2 (a) depicts the operation of radar for on-road vehicle detection.
Radar sensing works quite well for narrow field-of-view applications, detecting and tracking preceding vehicles in the ego lane. Radar vehicle tracking works fairly consistently in different weather and illumination conditions. However, vehicle-mounted radar sensors cannot provide wide field-ofview vehicle detection, struggling with tracking cross traffic at intersections. Furthermore, measurements are quite noisy, requiring extensive filtering and cleaning. Radar-based vehicle tracking does not strictly detect vehicles, rather it detects and The frequency shift in the reflected signal is used to determine the distance to an object. (b) Lidar for on-road vehicle detection uses laser scanners, emitting illumination at 600-to 1000-nm wavelength, detecting backscattered energy with an imaging receiver, which is used to segment obstacles. (c) Vision for on-road vehicle detection uses cameras, which sense the ambient light. Points in the camera's field of view are mapped to pixels via perspective projection. Computer vision techniques, further detailed in this paper, recognize and localize vehicles from images and video. While radar and lidar detect objects, vision explicitly differentiates vehicles versus nonvehicles.
tracks objects, classifying them as vehicles based on relative motion.
Lidar for on-road vehicle detection has increased in popularity in recent years due to improved costs of lasers, sensor arrays, and computation. Lidar has been extensively used for obstacle detection in autonomous vehicles [9] and are beginning to make their way into driver assistance applications such as ACC [10] . Lidar sensing systems emit laser at wavelengths beyond the visual light spectrum, generally between 600 and 1000 nm, typically scanning the scene at 10-15 Hz [11] . The receiver of the range finder then senses backscattered energy. Using occupancy grid methods [10] , objects of interest are segmented from the background. Segmented objects are then tracked and classified as vehicles based on size and motion constraints. Vehicle-mounted lidar sensing is emerging as a leading technology for research-grade intelligent vehicles, providing cleaner measurements and a much wider field-of-view than radar, allowing for vehicle tracking across multiple lanes. However, lidar sensing is more sensitive to precipitation than radar. While cost remains a factor for lidar systems, the price will continue reduce over the next decade. Lidar-based vehicle tracking does not strictly detect vehicles; rather, it detects, segments, and tracks surfaces and objects, classifying them as vehicles based on size and motion.
Vision-based vehicle detection uses one or more cameras as the primary sensor suite. Unlike lidar and radar, cameras do not emit electromagnetic energy but rather measure the ambient light in the scene. In its simplest form, a digital imaging system consists of a lens and an imaging array, typically chargecoupled device or complementary metal-oxide semiconductor. Within the field of view of an ideal camera, a point X in the 3-D world is mapped to a homogeneous pixel in a digital image via perspective projection, as shown in (1) [12] , i.e.,
K contains the camera's intrinsic parameters, and g contains the camera's extrinsic parameters. The mapping converts objects in the real world to representations in the image plane, converting units from meters to pixels. If multiple cameras are used, image rectification according to epipolar constraints is applied [12] , followed by stereo matching. The end result of capturing an image from a camera is an array of pixels. In the case of stereo vision, we are left with two arrays of pixels and an array of disparities, which are used to calculate distance, after stereo matching. Fig. 2 (c) depicts vehicle detection using vision.
Going from pixels to vehicles is not straightforward. A visual object detection system requires camera-based sensing to measure the scene's light, as well as computational machinery to extract information from raw image data [12] . Unlike lidar or radar, detection cannot rely on a reflected reference signal. Computer vision techniques are necessary to detect the vehicles in images and video. While vehicle detection using cameras often requires more sophisticated computation, it also features several advantages.
Images and video provide a rich data source, from which additional information and context can be surmised. Cameras provide a wide field of view, allowing for detection and tracking across multiple lanes. Cameras feature lower costs than active sensors and are already commonly used for tracking lanes, allowing for system integration [13] , shared hardware, and low costs. While active sensors identify objects, vision definitively recognizes objects as vehicles. Vision integrates nicely with active sensor suites, allowing sensors like lidar to provide physical measurements, whereas vision classifies objects as vehicle or nonvehicle [14] . The visual domain is also highly intuitive for humans, making vision-based systems attractive for on-road interactivity and driver assistance. The drawbacks to vision-based vehicle detection include sensitivity to light and weather conditions and increased computational cost.
As the intelligent vehicles field advances, computer vision will certainly play a prominent sensing role, either as a primary sensor or as part of multimodal sensor-fusion suites. In the following sections, we detail the recent advances in vision-based vehicle detection, tracking, and behavior analysis. The recent major advances in monocular vision-based vehicle detection have mirrored advances in computer vision, machine learning, and pattern recognition. There has been immense improvement, from template matching to sophisticated feature extraction and classification. In stereo vision, we have seen major advances in stereo matching, scene segmentation, and detection of moving and static objects. The next section of this paper details the recent advances in monocular, stereo vision, and fusion of vision with other sensors for on-road vehicle detection.
III. VISION-BASED VEHICLE DETECTION
The lowest level depicted in Fig. 1 involves detecting vehicles using one or more cameras. From a computer vision standpoint, on-road vehicle detection presents myriad challenges. The on-road environment is semistructured, allowing for only weak assumptions to be made about the scene structure. Object detection from a moving platform requires the system to detect, recognize, and localize the object in video, often without reliance on background modeling.
Vehicles on the road are typically in motion, introducing effects of ego and relative motion. There is variability in the size, shape, and color of vehicles encountered on the road [2] . The on-road environment also features variations in illumination, background, and scene complexity. Complex shadowing, man-made structures, and ubiquitous visual clutter can introduce erroneous detections. Vehicles are also encountered in a variety of orientations, including preceding, oncoming, and cross traffic. The on-road environment features frequent and extensive scene clutter, limiting the full visibility of vehicles, resulting in partially occluded vehicles. Furthermore, a vehicle detection system needs to operate at real-time speeds in order to provide the human or autonomous driver with advanced notice of critical situations.
Here, we review on-road vehicle detection. We detail the various cues, assumptions, and classification approaches taken by researchers in the field. We split this section into studies using monocular vision and those using stereo vision for onroad vehicle detection. Table II highlights representative works in vision-based vehicle detection. Fig. 3 shows qualitative results from monocular and stereo-vision-based vehicle detection studies.
A. Monocular Vehicle Detection
We divide vehicle detection approaches into two broad categories: appearance-based and motion-based methods. Generally speaking, appearance-based methods are more common in the monocular vehicle detection literature. Appearance-based methods recognize vehicles directly from images, that is to say that they go directly from pixels to vehicles. Motionbased approaches, by contrast, require a sequence of images in order to recognize vehicles. Monocular images lack direct depth measurements. Even though ego-motion compensation and structure from motion methods have been used for vehicle detection in [15] , generally speaking, appearance-based methods are more direct for monocular vehicle detection.
Here, we discuss camera placement and the various applications of monocular vehicle detection. We then detail common features and common classification methods. We detail motionbased approaches. We discuss nighttime vehicle detection and monocular pose estimation.
1) Camera Placement: Vehicle detection using a single camera aims to detect vehicles in a variety of locations with respect to the ego vehicle. The vast majority of monocular vehicle detection studies position the camera looking forward, to detect preceding and oncoming vehicles, as detailed in later subsections. However, various novel camera placements have yielded valuable insight and safety-critical applications.
Mounting the camera on the side-view mirror, facing toward the rear of the vehicle, has allowed for monitoring of the vehicle's blind spot. Detecting vehicles with this camera placement presents difficulty because of the field of view and high variability in the appearance of vehicles, depending on their relative positions. In [16] , this camera placement was used to detect overtaking vehicles using optical flow. In the absence of a vehicle in the blind spot, the optical flow of static objects moves backward with respect to the ego vehicle. Oncoming vehicles exhibit forward flow. Vehicles were tracked using Kalman filtering [16] . Optical flow was also used for blind spot detection in [17] . Blind spot vehicle detection is also presented in [18] , using edge features and support vector machine (SVM) classification. In [19] , a camera is mounted on the vehicle to monitor the blind spot area. The study uses a combination of speeded-up robust features (SURF) and edge segments. Classification is performed via probabilistic modeling, using a Gaussian-weighted voting procedure to find the best configuration.
Mounting an omnidirectional camera on top of the vehicle has been used to acquire full panoramic view of the on-road scene. In [20] , omnidirectional vision was used to estimate the vehicle's ego motion, detecting static objects using optical flow. Moving objects were also detected and tracked over long periods of time using Kalman filtering. In [21] , a pair of omnidirectional cameras was mounted on the ego vehicle, performing binocular stereo matching on the rectified images for a dynamic panoramic surround map of the region around the vehicle.
Detection of vehicles traveling parallel to the ego vehicle, on either side, has been also pursued. In [22] , using a camera looking out the side passenger's window, vehicles in adjacent lanes are detected by first detecting the front wheel and then the rear wheel. The combined parts are tracked using Kalman filtering. In [23] , the camera was similarly mounted on the side of the TerraMax autonomous experimental vehicle test-bed. An adaptive background model of the scene was built, and motion cues were used to detect vehicles in the side view.
In [24] , the camera was positioned looking backward, out of the rear windshield. The application was detection of the front faces of following vehicles, to advise the driver on the safety of ego lane change. Symmetry and edge operators were used to generate regions of interest; vehicles were detected using Haar wavelet feature extraction and SVM classification.
2) Appearance-Features: A variety of appearance features have been used in the field to detect vehicles. Many earlier works used local symmetry operators, measuring the symmetry of an image patch about a vertical axis in the image plane. Often, the symmetry was computed on image patches after evaluating edge operators over the image, to recognize the vertical sides of the rear face of a vehicle [25] - [27] . Edge information helps highlight the sides of the vehicle, as well as its cast shadow [18] , [28] - [30] . Symmetry was used along with detected circular headlights and edge energy to detect vehicles at nighttime in [31] . Symmetry and edges were also used in [32] and [33] , with longitudinal distance and time to collision (TTC) estimated using assumptions on the 3-D width of vehicles and the pinhole camera model 1.
In recent years, there has been a transition from simpler image features like edges and symmetry to general and robust feature sets for vehicle detection. These feature sets, now common in the computer vision literature, allow for direct classification and detection of objects in images. Histogram of oriented gradient (HOG) features and Haar-like features are extremely well represented in the vehicle detection literature, as they are in the object detection literature [34] , [35] .
HOG features [34] are extracted by first evaluating edge operators over the image and then discretizing and binning the orientations of the edge intensities into a histogram. The histogram is then used as a feature vector. HOG features are descriptive image features, exhibiting good detection performance in a variety of computer vision tasks, including vehicle detection, but they are generally slow to compute. HOG features have been used in a number of studies [36] , [37] . In [38] , the symmetry of the HOG features extracted in a given image patch, along with the HOG features themselves, was used for vehicle detection. Beyond vehicle detection, HOG features have been used for determining vehicle pose [39] . The main drawback of HOG features is that they are quite slow to compute. Recent work has tackled the speed bottleneck by implementing HOG feature extraction on a GPU [40] .
Haar-like features [35] are composed of sums and differences of rectangles over an image patch. Highly efficient to compute, Haar-like features are sensitive to vertical, horizontal, and symmetric structures, making them well suited for real-time detection of vehicles or vehicle parts. In [24] , Haar features were extracted to detect the front faces of following vehicles, which were captured with a rear-facing camera. Haar-like features have been extensively used to detect the rear faces of preceding vehicles, using a forward-facing camera [37] , [41] - [49] . Side profiles of vehicles have been also detected using Haar-like features [22] , by detecting the front and rear wheels. Haar-like features have been also used to track vehicles in the image plane [50] . In [51] , Haar features were used to detect parts of vehicles.
While studies that use either HOG or Haar-like features comprise a large portion of recent vehicle detection works, other general image feature representations have been used. In [52] , a combination of HOG and Haar-like features [35] was used to detect vehicles. Scale invariant feature transform (SIFT) features [53] were used in [54] to detect the rear faces of vehicles, including during partial occlusions. In [19] , a combination of SURF [55] and edges was used to detect vehicles in the blind spot. In [56] , Gabor and Haar features were used for vehicle detection. Gabor features were used in [41] , in concert with HOG features. Dimensionality reduction of the feature space, using a combination of principal component analysis and independent component analysis, was used in [57] for detecting parked sedans in static images.
3) Appearance-Classification: Classification methods for appearance-based vehicle detection have followed the general trends in the computer vision and machine learning literature. Classification can be broadly split into two categories: discriminative and generative. Discriminative classifiers, which learn a decision boundary between two classes, have been more widely used in vehicle detection. Generative classifiers, which learn the underlying distribution of a given class, have been less common in the vehicle detection literature.
While in [41] and [58] artificial neural network classifiers were used for vehicle detection, they have recently fallen somewhat out of favor. Neural networks can feature many parameters to tune, and the training converges to a local optimum. The research community has moved toward classifiers whose training converges to a global optimum over the training set, such as SVMs [59] and AdaBoost [60] .
SVMs [59] have been widely used for vehicle detection. In [24] , SVM classification was used to classify feature vectors consisting of Haar wavelet coefficients. The combination of HOG features and SVM classification has been also used [36] , [37] , [41] . The HOG-SVM formulation was extended to detect and calculate vehicle orientation using multiplicative kernels in [61] . Edge features were classified for vehicle detection using SVM in [18] and [29] . In [56] , vehicles were detected using Haar and Gabor features, using SVM classification.
AdaBoost [60] has been also widely used for classification, largely owing to its integration in cascade classification in [35] . In [62] , AdaBoost classification was used for detecting vehicles based on symmetry feature scores. In [63] , edge features were classified using AdaBoost. The combination of Haar-like feature extraction and AdaBoost classification has been used to detect rear faces of vehicles in [44] , [46] , and [64] - [66] . In [22] , Haar features and AdaBoost classification were used to detect the front and rear wheels of vehicles from the side view. The combination of Haar features and AdaBoost classification was used to detect parts of vehicles in [51] . AdaBoost classification was used in an active learning framework for vehicle detection in [37] and [49] . In [67] , online boosting was used to train a vehicle detector. In [68] , WaldBoost was used to train the vehicle detector.
Generative classifiers have been less common in the vehicle detection literature. This is because it often makes sense to model the classification boundary between vehicles and nonvehicles rather than the distributions of each class. In [19] , a probabilistically weighted vote was used for detecting vehicles in the blind spot. In [69] , motion-based features were tracked over time and classified using hidden Markov models. In [57] , Gaussian mixture modeling was used to detect vehicles in static images. In [54] , hidden random field classification was used to detect the rear faces of vehicles.
Recently, there has been interest in detecting vehicles as a combination of parts. The motivation consists of two main goals: encoding the spatial configuration of vehicles for improved localization and using the parts to eliminate false alarms. In [19] , a combination of SURF and edge features was used to detect vehicles, with vehicle parts identified by keypoint detection. In [54] , vehicles were detected as a combination of parts, using SIFT features and hidden conditional random field classification. In [70] , spatially constrained detectors for vehicle parts were trained; the detectors required manual initialization of a reference point. The deformable parts-based model [71] , [72] , using HOG features and the latent SVM, has been used for on-road vehicle detection in [73] - [75] . In [51] and [76] , the front and rear parts of vehicles were independently detected and matched using structural constraints, which were encoded by an SVM.
4) Motion-Based Approaches:
Motion-based monocular vehicle detection has been less common than appearance-based methods. It is often more direct to use appearance cues in monocular vision because monocular images do not directly provide 3-D depth measurements. Adaptive background models have been used in some studies, in an effort to adapt surveillance methods to the dynamic on-road environment. In [23] , an adaptive background model was constructed, with vehicles detected based on motion that differentiated them from the background. Adaptive background modeling was also used in [87] , specifically to model the area where overtaking vehicles tend to appear in the camera's field of view. Dynamic modeling of the scene background in the area of the image where vehicles typically overtake was implemented in [77] . A similar concept, i.e., dynamic visual maps, was developed in [88] for detecting vehicles and identifying unusual maneuvering in the scene. In [89] , a homography matrix was computed between adjacent video frames; image regions that did not cleanly map between frames were assumed to be vehicles. This method seems likely to return many false alarms, but quantitative performance analysis was not included.
Optical flow [90] , a fundamental machine vision tool, has been used for monocular vehicle detection [91] . In [27] , a combination of optical flow and symmetry tracking was used for vehicle detection. In [69] , interest points that persisted over long periods of time were detected as vehicles traveling parallel to the ego vehicle. Optical flow was used in conjunction with appearance-based techniques in [44] . Ego-motion estimation using optical flow and integrated detection of vehicles was implemented in [92] - [94] . Ego-motion estimation using an omnidirectional camera and detection of vehicles was implemented in [20] . In [16] , optical flow was used to detect overtaking vehicles in the blind spot. A similar approach for detecting vehicles in the blind spot was reported in [17] . Cross traffic was detected in [95] . In [96] , optical flow was used to form a spatiotemporal descriptor, which was able to classify the scene as either intersection or nonintersection. Optical flow was used in [97] for segmentation of the on-road scene using video. In [98] , ego-motion compensation and motion cues were used for tomographical reconstruction of objects in the scene.
5) Nighttime Vision:
The vast majority of vision-based vehicle detection papers are dedicated to daytime conditions. Nighttime conditions may be dealt with in a few ways. Using high dynamic range cameras [41] allows for the same appearance and classification model to be used during daytime or nighttime conditions. Well-illuminated nighttime scenes can also accommodate vehicle detection models that have been designed for daytime conditions [28] . Absent specialized hardware or illumination infrastructure, various studies have trained specific models for detecting vehicles at nighttime, often by detecting the headlights and taillights of vehicles encountered on the road.
Color space thresholding can often serve as the initial segmentation step in detecting vehicle lights in low-light conditions. In [99] , vehicles are detected at nighttime using stereo vision to extract vertical edges and 3-D and color in the L * a * b * color space. In [100] , taillights are localized by thresholding the grayscale image. Vehicles are detected based on fitting a bounding box around pairs of detected taillights, and 3-D range information is inferred by making assumptions on the typical width of a vehicle and solving for the longitudinal distance using the common pinhole model. In [31] , symmetry, edge energy, and detected circles are used to track vehicles using particle filters. In [101] , vehicle taillights are paired using cross correlation and validated by tracking. Using the pinhole model and the assumptions on the 3-D dimensions of vehicles, the TTC is computed for forward collision warning applications. The use of the pinhole model to compute longitudinal distance for nighttime vehicles is also featured in [102] . In [103] , vehicles are detected by localizing pairs of red taillights in the hue-saturation-value color space. The camera has been configured to reliably output colors by controlling the exposure, optimizing the appearance of taillights for segmentation. The segmented taillights are detected as pairs using cross correlation and symmetry. Vehicles are then tracked in the image plane using Kalman filtering. In [104] , multiple vehicles are detected by tracking headlight and taillight blobs, a detection-by-tracking approach. The tracking problem is formulated as a maximum a posteriori inference problem over a random Markov field.
6) Vehicle Pose: Determining vehicle pose can be useful for understanding how a detected vehicle is oriented with respect to the ego vehicle. The orientation can serve to predict the vehicle's motion. In the absence of 3-D measurements, tracking information coupled with a set of geometric constraints was used in [30] to determine the vehicles' pose information. In [105] , color, location, and texture features were used, with detection and orientation using conditional random field classification.
Simultaneously detecting vehicles and determining their orientations has been pursued with the use of HOG features [34] in various works. HOG features, while expensive to compute, are descriptive and well suited to distinguishing orientations within an object class. In [106] , a set of HOG-SVM classifiers was trained for several orientations. Vehicles were detected in static frames using the all-versus-one trained detectors. However, it was found that a general HOG-SVM detector performed better at detecting vehicles than the oriented detectors. In [61] , multiplicative kernels were used to train a family of HOG-SVM classifiers for simultaneous vehicle detection and orientation estimation. In [39] , HOG features were used to discover vehicle orientations in a partition-based unsupervised manner, using simple linear classifiers.
B. Stereo Vision for Vehicle Detection
Motion-based approaches are more common than appearance-based approaches to vehicle detection using stereo vision. Multiview geometry allows for direct measurement of 3-D information, which provides for understanding of scene, motion characteristics, and physical measurements. The ability to track points in 3-D and distinguish moving from static objects affects the direction of many stereo-vision studies. While monocular vehicle detection often relies on appearance features and machine learning, stereo vehicle detection often relies on motion features, tracking, and filtering. Stereo-vision approaches have access to the same image pixels as monocular approaches, but two views allow spatial reasoning, and many research studies concentrate their efforts on this problem domain.
While [107] places stereo cameras looking sideways for cross traffic, most studies place the stereo rig looking forward out the front windshield to detect vehicles ahead of the ego vehicle. Here, we discuss stereo matching, appearance-based approaches, and motion-based approaches to vehicle detection using stereo vision.
1) Stereo Matching: Epipolar rectification between the two cameras in a stereo rig transforms the epipolar lines into horizontal scan lines in the respective image planes. This transformation confines the search for point correspondences between two images to the horizontal direction. The set of solved point correspondences yields a disparity map and is achieved by performing stereo matching [12] . Various techniques are available in the vision community for dense matching. Advances in dense stereo matching, filtering, and interpolation have been of great interest in the intelligent vehicles community [80] , as better stereo matching allows for better interpretation of the onroad scene. While classic correlation-based stereo matching has been implemented and highly optimized [108] , new advances in stereo matching are actively pursued in the computer vision and intelligent vehicles communities. In particular, there has been a transition from local correlation-based approaches [108] toward semiglobal matching [109] - [111] , which features denser disparity maps and lower errors.
2) Compact Representations: Stereo-vision studies have made extensive use of compact representations of measured data, including occupancy grids [86] , elevation maps [112] , free space understanding [81] , ground surface modeling [113] , and dynamic stixels [85] . Compact representations serve to facilitate segmentation of the scene [113] , identify obstacles [114] , and reduce computational load. We discuss compact representations in the following subsections, dividing them between appearance-based and motion-based methods.
3) Appearance-Based Approaches: Exclusive reliance on appearance cues for vehicle detection is not as common in stereo vision as in monocular vision. While motion-based approaches are more common, even studies that rely on motion for vehicle detection often utilize some appearance-based stereovision techniques for initial scene segmentation.
The v-disparity [113] has been widely used to model the ground surface, in order to identify objects that lie above the ground. The v-disparity forms a histogram of disparity values for pixel locations with the same v, i.e., vertical image coordinate. Starting with an n × m disparity map, the result is an image consisting of n stacked histograms of disparity for the image. Using curve-fitting techniques, such as the Hough transform [115] or the RANdom SAmple Consensus (RANSAC) [116] , disparity can be modeled as a function of the v coordinate of the disparity map, and pixel locations can be classified as belonging to the ground surface if they fit this model [113] . The v-disparity has been widely used in stereo vision for intelligent vehicles [83] , [113] , [117] - [122] .
Free space understanding from disparity maps has been implemented using the u-disparity [123] , which forms a similar histogram of stacked disparities, for pixel locations sharing the same u coordinate. Instead of fitting a road model, the u-disparity is used to infer free space directly. Free space computation heavily features in the stereo-vision literature, for scene segmentation and highlighting of potential obstacles. In [81] and [124] , free space was directly computed from the disparity and depth maps using dynamic programming. In [125] , convolutional noise and image degradation are added to stereo image pairs to model the corresponding errors introduced to stereo matching and 3-D localization of tracked interest points. Corresponding methods are introduced to compensate for the errors in localization.
Monocular appearance features are sometimes used for vehicle detection using a stereo rig, including color [79] , and image intensity [78] . Disparity and depth appearance features are generally more common. In [78] , features such as size, width, height, and image intensity were combined in a Bayesian model to detect vehicles using a stereo rig. In [126] , a histogram of depths, which was computed from stereo matching, was used to segment out potential vehicles. Operations directly on the monocular frame also include Delaunay triangulation [127] .
Various studies have utilized clustering in the depth map for object detection, often using Euclidean distance to cluster point clouds into objects [128] , [129] . Clustering was also used for object detection in [123] . In [130] , clustering was implemented using a modified version of iterative closest point, using polar coordinates to segment objects. The implementation was able to detect vehicles and infer the vehicle's pose with respect to the ego vehicle. Clustering was used in tandem with imagebased mean shift algorithm for vehicle detection in [131] . The mean-shift algorithm was also used in [132] for object detection.
4) Motion-Based Approaches:
The use of motion heavily features in stereo-based vehicle detection. The foundation for a large portion of stereo-vision analysis of the on-road scene starts with optical flow [90] . In many studies, interest points are tracked in the monocular image plan of one of the stereo rig's cameras and then localized in 3-D using the disparity and depth maps [133] . In [133] , the concept of 6D vision, i.e., the tracking of interest points in 3-D using Kalman filtering, along with ego-motion compensation, is used to identify moving and static objects in the scene. Optical flow is also used as a fundamental component of stereo-vision analysis of the on-road scene in [84] , [117] , [126] , [127] , [131] , and [133] - [137] . A 3-D version of optical flow, in which a least squares solution to 3-D points' motion is solved, is used in [138] .
There are various modifications and uses of optical flow point tracking in the literature. In [136] , block-based coarse-tofine optical flow is compared with the classical Lucas-Kanade optical flow and is found to be more robust to drifting. The object flow descriptor [96] is used to understand whether the ego vehicle is at an intersection or arterial road by modeling the aggregate flow of the scene over time. Scene flow is used to model the motion of the background, and regions whose motion differs from the scene flow are categorized as candidate vehicles in [134] , where integration with geometric constraints improves vehicle detection performance.
Via tracking, ground plane estimation is implemented by tracking feature points from optical flow [127] , [134] . In [117] , the ground plane model is fit using total least squares. In [126] and [134] , the ground plane is estimated using RANSAC to fit the plane parameters [116] . The ground is estimated as a quadratic surface in [112] , which serves as a scene segmentation for obstacle detection using rectangular digital elevation maps [114] . This work is enhanced in [139] by radial scanning of the digital elevation map, for detecting static and dynamic objects, which are tracked with Kalman filtering. Interest points are also tracked in order to utilize structure from motion techniques for scene reconstruction and understanding. The Longuet-Higgins equations are used for scene understanding in [3] , [127] , and [140] . In [127] , tracked interest points are used to estimate ego motion. In [128] , ego-motion estimation is performed by tracking SURF interest points.
In [85] , tracked 3-D points, using 6D vision, are grouped into an intermediate representation consisting of vertical columns of constant disparity, which are termed stixels. Stixels are initially formed by computing the free space in the scene and using the fact that structures of near-constant disparity stand upon the ground plane. The use of the stixel representation considerably reduces the computation expense over tracking all the 6D vision points individually. The tracked stixels are classified as vehicles using probabilistic reasoning and fitting to a cuboid geometric model.
Occupancy grids are widely used in the stereo-vision literature for scene segmentation and understanding. Static and moving points are tracked in 3-D, which are used to populate an occupancy grid and compute the free space in the scene using dynamic programming in [81] . Dynamic programming is also used in [141] for computing the free space and populating the occupancy grid. The comparison of spatial representation of the scene is presented, detailing Cartesian coordinates, column disparity, and polar coordinates, in a stochastic occupancy framework. We note that the column disparity representation of [81] is equivalent to the u-disparity representation of [123] . In [123] and [142] , scene tracking and recursive Bayesian filtering are used to populate the occupancy grid in each frame, whereas objects are detected via clustering. In [117] , the occupancy grid's state is inferred using a recursive estimation technique termed the sequential probability ratio test. In [86] , the occupancy grid is filtered both temporally and spatially. In [140] , the occupancy grid is set up in polar coordinates, and the cells are assigned depth-adaptive dimensions to model the field of view and depth resolution of the stereo rig. In [84] , the occupancy grid is populated using motion cues, with particles representing the cells, their probabilities the occupancy, and their velocities estimated for object segmentation and detection.
IV. ON-ROAD VEHICLE TRACKING
Beyond recognizing and identifying vehicles from a given captured frame, vehicle tracking aims to reidentify and measure dynamics and motion characteristics and predict and estimate the upcoming position of vehicles on the road. Implicit in vehicle tracking are issues like measurement and sensor uncertainty, data association, and track management. Here, we detail the common vehicle tracking methods employed in the research literature. We split our discussion into portions detailing monocular and stereo-vision approaches. While there are estimation and filtering methods common to both camera configurations, often, the estimated parameters differ based on the available measurements. Many monocular tracking methods measure and estimate dynamics in terms of pixels, whereas stereo-vision methods estimate dynamics in meters.
We continue this section by discussing works that combine or fuse monocular and stereo vision for on-road vehicle detection and tracking. We then discuss papers that focus on optimized system architecture and real-time implementation of on-road vehicle detection and tracking. We conclude this section with the discussion of studies that fuse vision with other sensing modalities for on-road vehicle detection and tracking. Table III features representative papers and their tracking approaches for monocular and stereo vision.
A. Monocular Vehicle Tracking
Using monocular vision, vehicles are typically detected and tracked in the image plane. Tracking using monocular vision serves two major purposes. Tracking facilitates estimation of motion and prediction of vehicle position in the image plane. Second, tracking enforces temporal coherence, which helps to maintain awareness of previously detected vehicles that were not detected in a given frame [50] , while filtering out spurious false positives [49] .
The goal in monocular vision is to measure the motion and predict the position of vehicles in pixel position and pixel velocity. The observation space, based on pixels, gives way to uniquely vision-based tracking methods, based on the appearance of the vehicle in the image plane. An example of uniquely vision-based tracking is template matching. In [24] , vehicles were detected in the image plane using Haar wavelet coefficients and SVM classification. Vehicles were tracked from frame to frame by taking a measurement of the similarity in appearance.
Often, the appearance-based tracking is based on crosscorrelation scores. Vision-based tracking is taken one step further using feature-based tracking [145] . In [50] , vehicles were detected using Haar-like features and AdaBoost cascade classification. Candidate vehicles' locations were predicted using Kalman filtering in the image plane. The measurements in the image plane were determined by a local search over the image patch for similar feature scores, allowing for a measurement even if the detector failed in a particular frame. Optical flow has been also used to track vehicles by directly measuring the new position and the displacement of interest points [143] .
Conventional tracking and Bayesian filtering techniques have been widely used in the monocular vehicle tracking literature. The state vector typically consists of the pixel coordinates that parametrize a rectangle in the image plane and their interframe pixel velocities [28] . In [22] , [27] , and [33] , Kalman filtering was used to estimate the motion of detected vehicles in the image plane. Particle filtering has been also widely used for monocular tracking in the image plane [28] , [31] , [49] , [73] , [75] , [144] .
Estimating longitudinal distance and 3-D information from monocular vision has been attempted in various vehicle tracking studies. Typically, the ground plane is assumed flat [44] , [146] or its parameters estimated using interest point detection and a robust mode-fitting step, such as RANSAC [116] . In [30] , a set of constraints and assumptions was used to estimate 3-D coordinates from monocular vision, and Kalman filtering was used to track vehicles in 3-D. In [25] , 3-D information was inferred using ground plane estimation, and interacting multiple models were used to track vehicles, each model consisting of a Kalman filter. In [93] and [94] , ego motion was estimated using monocular vision, and moving objects were tracked in 3-D using Kalman filtering. While various tracking studies have estimated 3-D vehicle position and velocity information from monocular measurements, few such studies have compared their measurements to a ground truth reference 3-D measurement, from radar, lidar, or stereo vision, for example.
B. Stereo-Vision Vehicle Tracking
Vehicle tracking using stereo vision concerns itself with measuring and estimating the position and velocity, in meters, of detected vehicles on the road. The state vector often consists of the vehicle's lateral and longitudinal position, width and height, as well as velocity. Estimation is most often implemented using Kalman filtering, which is considered optimal, assuming linear motion and Gaussian noise [80] . In reality, vehicle motion is nonlinear, with the vehicle's yaw rate describing the vehicle's turning behavior. Using the extended Kalman filter (EKF) is often used for estimating nonlinear parameters by linearizing the motion equations for estimation [82] . Particle filtering has been used as an alternative to measure both linear and nonlinear motion parameters [138] , using sample importance re-sampling in place of the linearization of the EKF.
Kalman filtering for stereo-vision vehicle tracking has been widely used [135] for vehicle tracking, as well as disparity filtering. Noise in stereo matching is generally modeled as white Gaussian noise [125] , [133] , and filtering over time can produce cleaner disparity maps [80] . Kalman filtering is used to track individual 3-D points in [81] and [133] . Kalman filtering is used to track stixels, i.e., intermediate vertical elements of near-constant depth, which are fit to cuboid vehicle models [85] . In [5] and [126] , vehicles are detected in the monocular plane using an AdaBoost-based classification and tracked in 3-D using Kalman filtering in the stereo domain. In [137] , vehicles' positions and velocities are estimated using Kalman filtering. In [147] , Kalman filtering is used to track objects detected by clustering, stereo matching linear cameras. In [3] , Kalman filtering is used to estimate the vehicles' yaw rate, as well as position and velocity.
The EKF has been also widely used in stereo-vision vehicle tracking, specifically to account for nonlinearity in motion and observational model quantities. The EKF was used to estimate the yaw rate and the corresponding turning behavior of vehicles in [82] and [148] . Extended Kalman filtering for vehicle tracking was particularly apt due to camera positioning in [107] , with the side-mounted stereo rig observing particularly nonlinear motion of tracked vehicles with respect to the camera's frame of reference. Extended Kalman filtering was used to model the nonlinearity of mapping a vehicle's 3-D position into stereo image position and disparity in [117] . In [127] , extended Kalman filtering was used to estimate the ego motion, with independently moving objects' position and motion estimated using Kalman filtering. Vehicles were also tracked using extended Kalman filtering in [118] .
Particle filtering for vehicle tracking has been also fairly widely used. In particular, particle filtering offers an alternative to the EKF's estimation of nonlinear parameters, as the particle filter's multiple hypotheses are weighted by a likelihood function. In [138] , vehicles were tracked using a particle filter, estimating their 3-D position and yaw rate. In [131] , the motion of tracked vehicles was estimated using a particle filter that mapped the motion to full trajectories, which were learned from prior observational data. In [84] , the on-road environment is modeled using particles that serve a dual purpose, i.e., as occupancy cells and as tracking states for detected objects and obstacles.
Interacting multiple models have been used in tracking to estimate the motion of a vehicle given different motion modes. In [3] , four different predominating modes were used to model the motion of oncoming vehicles at intersections, in terms of their velocity and yaw rate characteristics. The goal was to identify whether the velocity was constant or accelerated and whether the yaw rate was constant or accelerated. The model fit was determined using the error covariance of each estimator. A state transition probability was used to switch between competing modes after the model fit was determined [3] . Interacting multiple models were also used in [107] . The use of interacting multiple models will likely increase in popularity, as measurements become more precise and as it becomes apparent that all the motion parameters cannot be well estimated by a single linear or linearized filter.
C. Fusing Monocular and Stereo-Vision Cues
Various studies have fused monocular and stereo vision for on-road vehicle tracking. We draw a distinction between papers that use optical flow and stereo vision for vehicle detection and those papers that use monocular computer vision for full vehicle detection, typically relying on machine learning and stereo vision for tracking in 3-D.
The use of both monocular and stereo-vision cues typically manifests itself in the use of monocular vision for detection and stereo vision for 3-D localization and tracking. In [149] , it was noted that monocular vision can detect objects that stereo-vision approaches typically miss, such as disambiguation of two objects that lie close together in 3-D space. This problem was addressed by detecting in the monocular plane but localizing in 3-D using stereo vision. In [150] , monocular symmetry was used to generate vehicle candidate regions, and stereo vision was used to verify those regions as vehicles, by searching for vertical objects in the 3-D domain. In [5] , vehicles were tracked in the image plane using a monocular vehicle detector [49] and in 3-D using stereo vision and Kalman filtering. Clustering on aggregates vehicle tracking data from the system presented in [5] was used for learning typical vehicle behavior on highways in [4] .
In [118] , vehicles were detected using an AdaBoost classifier on the monocular plane. The v-disparity was used to estimate the ground surface, and vehicles were tracked using extended Kalman filtering in the stereo-vision domain. Track management for reduction of false alarms and improved precision was presented. In [126] , vehicles' candidate regions were selected in the image plane using a set of AdaBoost detectors, which are trained for multiple vehicle views. The candidate regions were verified by looking for peaks in the disparity range. Stereovision was used for 3-D ranging and for estimating the ground plane.
D. Real-Time Implementation and System Architecture
Eventually, for a vehicle detection and tracking system to be of utility on the road, real-time implementation is necessary, typically processing above ten frames per second. While some detection algorithms run in real time on standard central processing units, many do not, and further efforts are necessary to optimize the implementation in hardware and software.
Efforts to implement vehicle detection algorithms using embedded systems implementations have garnered attention in recent years. In [151] , vehicle detection using shadow features was implemented on an embedded system. In [152] , a boostingbased vehicle detector was implemented on an embedded system. In [153] , nighttime vehicle detection was implemented on an embedded system. Embedded implementation of stereovision-based lane and vehicle detection and tracking was reported in [154] . Commercialization of embedded vision-based vehicle detection has also hit the market [155] . Embedded systems for correlation-based stereo matching have been also commercialized [108] .
In recent years, the availability of GPUs has enabled realtime implementation and parallelization of computationally expensive vision algorithms for vehicle detection and tracking. In [156] , an early GPU was used for monocular vehicle detection. In [157] , real-time stereo matching using semiglobal matching [109] was implemented on the GPU. In [40] , the GPU was used to implement real-time vehicle detection using HOG [34] features. GPU implementation was used in [86] for realtime occupancy grid computation. In [158] , vehicle detection was implemented using a fusion of stereo vision and lidar on the GPU.
E. Fusing Vision With Other Modalities
Over the past decade, the availability and cost of a variety of sensors has become favorable for integration in intelligent vehicles, for driver assistance, and for autonomous driving. It is widely accepted that fully autonomous vehicles will need an advanced sensor suite, covering a variety of sensing modalities, in order to sense, perceive, and respond to the on-road environment in a safe and efficient manner. Leading research in autonomous vehicles features sensor suites that include cameras, lidars, and radar sensing arrays [9] . Often, the vision algorithms used in sensor-fusion studies closely resemble those in visiononly studies, with information fusion performed across modalities, to reduce uncertainty, cover blind spots, or perform ranging with monocular cameras.
Radar-vision fusion for on-road vehicle detection and perception has received quite a bit of attention in recent years [159] . Radars have good longitudinal ranging coupled with crude lateral resolution; monocular vision can localize well in the camera's field of view but lacks ranging. The combination of the two can ameliorate the weakness of each sensor [160] , [161] . In [162] and [163] , information fusion between radar and vision sensors was used to probabilistically estimate the positions of vehicles and to propagate estimation uncertainty into decision making, for lane change recommendations on the highway. In [164] , vision and radar were combined to detect overtaking vehicles on the highway, using optical flow to detect vehicles entering the camera's field of view. Radar and vision were combined in [165] , with radar detecting side guardrails and vision detecting vehicle using symmetry cues.
Several studies perform extrinsic calibration between radar and camera sensors. In [166] , obstacles are detected using vision operations on the inverse perspective mapped image and ranged using radar. In [167] , vehicles are detected with a boosted classifier using Haar and Gabor features and ranged using radar. In [160] , camera and radar detections were projected into a common global occupancy grid; vehicles were tracked using Kalman filtering in a global frame of reference. In [168] , potential vehicles were detected using saliency operations on the inverse perspective mapped image and combined with radar. In [169] , vehicles were detected using a combination of optical flow, edge information, and symmetry; ranged with radar; and tracked using interacting multiple models with Kalman filtering. In [170] , symmetry was used to detect vehicles, with radar ranging. In [171] , vehicles were detected using HOG features and SVM classification and ranged using radar. In [15] , monocular vision was used to solve structure from motion, with radar providing probabilities for objects and the ground surface. In [172] , a radar-vision online learning framework was utilized for vehicle detection. Stereo vision has been also used in conjunction with radar sensing [173] , [174] .
Fusion of lidar with monocular vision has been explored in recent years. Several studies perform extrinsic calibration between lidar and camera sensors, using monocular vision for vehicle detection and lidar for longitudinal ranging. In [175] , monocular vision was used to detect vehicles using Haar-like features, and ranging was performed using lidar. A similar system was presented in [14] and [176] . Saliency was used as the vision cue in [177] , which was fused with lidar in a Bayesian framework. Fusion of stereo vision with lidar was performed in [178] - [181] .
V. ON-ROAD BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS
Analysis of the behavior of tracked vehicles has emerged as an active and challenging research area in recent years. While considerable research effort has been dedicated to onroad detection and tracking of vehicles in images and video, going from pixels to vehicles with positions and velocity, the highest level of semantic interpretation lies in characterizing the behavior of vehicles on the road. In order to analyze the onroad behavior of other vehicles, robust vehicle detection and tracking are prerequisite. While various studies have modeled the vehicle dynamics [182] and driver gestures [183] associated with the ego vehicle's maneuvering, research into the on-road behavior of other vehicles is a relatively recent development. Fig. 4 depicts on-road behavior analysis in the context of visionbased understanding of the driving environment. At the lowest level, detection takes place, recognizing and localizing vehicles on the road. One level up, tracking reidentifies vehicles, measuring their motion characteristics using a motion model. Often, linear or linearized models are used. At the highest level, using spatial and temporal information from vehicle detection and vehicle tracking, vehicle behavior analysis is performed.
Research studies in this area take a variety of approaches to characterize on-road behavior. Certain studies try to categorize observed vehicle behavior as normal or abnormal [88] , identifying and highlighting critical situations. Other studies try to identify specific maneuvers, such as overtaking [164] , turning [3] , or lane changes [6] . Most recently, studies in the literature have tried to make long-term classification and prediction of vehicle motion. While vehicle tracking, often based on Kalman filtering, can make optimal estimation of the vehicle state one frame (1/25 s) ahead of time, trajectory modeling approaches try to predict vehicle motion up to 2 s ahead, based on models of typical vehicle trajectories [184] . Fig. 5 depicts trajectory prediction.
Broadly speaking, we categorize studies that address the characterization of on-road vehicle behavior based on four main criteria. First, we consider the role of context in the analysis of on-road behavior, loosely defined to encompass considerations such as urban driving versus highway driving or intersection versus nonintersection driving. Second, we consider the identification of prespecified maneuvers, such as turning, lane change, or overtaking maneuvers, of tracked vehicles on the road. Third, we consider the use of trajectories, i.e., long-term sequences of positions and velocities, in characterizing on-road behavior. Finally, we consider the classification and modeling found in the literature.
A. Context
The use of context is a vital component of many studies that characterize on-road vehicle behavior. The motion model used in [69] models the distribution of vehicles in the image plane, using it as a prior probability on vehicle detections. The vehicle detection in [69] can be viewed as a detection-bytracking approach, which is enabled by spatiotemporal modeling of the driving context. In [96] , histograms of scene flow vectors are used to classify the driving environment as intersection or nonintersection driving, modeling the driving context using spatiotemporal information. In [4] , a contextspecific spatiotemporal model of highway driving is developed by performing clustering on observed vehicle trajectories on highways. In [131] , the trajectories of vehicles are recorded as they navigate a roundabout and are used to model the longterm behavior of vehicles in roundabouts. In [3] , the context of interest is intersections, i.e., the turning behavior of oncoming vehicles inferred. In [88] , a dynamic visual model is developed of the driving environment, with saliency alerting the system to unusual and critical on-road situations.
B. Maneuvers
A body of work has been dedicated to the detection of specific maneuvers of vehicles on the road. In [16] , overtaking behavior is detected by detecting vehicles in the blind spot of the ego vehicle. Overtaking behavior is specifically detected in [77] , this time with the camera pointing forward and vehicles detected as they overtake in front of the ego vehicle. In [164] , overtaking behavior is also detected in front of the ego vehicle, using a fusion of vision and radar. Overtaking behavior is also detected in [87] , also for vehicles in front of the ego vehicle. In these studies, the overtaking maneuver is detected by virtue of detecting the vehicle, as the search space includes only vehicles that are in the process of overtaking.
By contrast, specific maneuvers are identified in other works via inference on tracking information. In [82] , the turning behavior of tracked vehicles is identified by measuring the yaw rate using extended Kalman filtering. Using the yaw rate in the vehicle motion model, the system is able to detect turning behavior. In [3] , turning behavior is further addressed, using interacting multiple models to characterize the motion of the oncoming vehicle. The model with the highest likelihood, based on observations, characterizes the turning behavior of the oncoming vehicle, with a transition probability handling change of states. Turning behavior is addressed in [130] by solving the vehicle's pose with respect to the ego vehicle using clustering of 3-D points.
On-road vehicle behavior is modeled in [186] as a Markov process and inferred using a dynamic Bayesian network, based on tracking observations. However, the experimental evaluation is performed using simulation data. In [6] , the lane change behavior of tracked vehicles is modeled using dynamic Bayesian networks, and the experiments are performed on real-world vision data.
C. Trajectories
The use of vehicle trajectories to characterize and learn onroad vehicle behaviors has emerged in the past few years. A trajectory is typically defined as a data sequence, consisting of several concatenated state vectors from tracking, meaning an indexed sequence of positions and velocities over a given time window. Using a time window of 1 s, for example, can mean trajectories consisting of 25-30 samples, depending on the frame rate of the camera.
In [185] , variational Gaussian mixture modeling is used to classify and predict the long-term trajectories of vehicles, using simulated data. In [4] , highway trajectories are recorded using stereo vision, and clustering is performed to model the typical trajectories encountered in highway driving, with classification performed using hidden Markov modeling. In [184] , trajectories are classified using a rotation-invariant version of the longest common subsequence as the similarity metric between trajectories. Vehicle trajectories are used to characterize behavior at roundabouts in [131] , using the quaternion-based rotationally invariant longest common subsequence (QRLCS) metric to match observed trajectories to a database of prerecorded trajectories. Similar work is carried out in [187] for vehicles at intersections.
D. Behavior Classification
Classification of vehicle behavior is performed using a variety of techniques, which is dependent on the objective of the study. In [16] , [77] , [87] , and [164] , the vehicle detection task encompasses the classification of vehicle behavior. This is to say that these studies aim to detect vehicles that overtake the ego vehicle; thus, in these cases, vehicle detection is synonymous with vehicle behavior characterization. By contrast, yaw rate information is used in [82] to characterize the turning behavior of tracked vehicles. In this case, measured motion characteristics describe the specific maneuver.
In studies that explicitly classify vehicle behavior, we see a preponderance of generative modeling. In [185] , Gaussian mixture modeling is used, which provides distribution over the prediction, complete with a point estimate (the conditional mean) and a covariance to convey uncertainty. In [3] , the likelihood of the interacting multiple model tracking is used to classify the tracked vehicle's turning behavior, complete with a transition probability. In [6] , Bayesian networks are used for classifying the vehicle's behavior and predicting the vehicle's lane change. In [4] , hidden Markov modeling is used to model each of the prototypical trajectories, which are learned using clustering. In [186] , the vehicle behavior is also modeled as a Markov process, with observations coming from the vehicle's instantaneous state vector. Table IV highlights some representative works in vision-based on-road behavior analysis.
VI. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Here, we provide discussion, critiques, and perspective on vision-based vehicle detection, tracking, and on-road behavior analysis.
A. Vehicle Detection
In recent years, the feature representations used in monocular vehicle detection have transitioned from simpler image features like edges and symmetry to general and robust feature sets for vehicle detection. These feature sets, now common in the computer vision literature, allow for direct classification and detection of objects in images. HOG and Haar-like features are extremely well represented in the vehicle detection literature, as they are in the object detection literature [34] , [35] . While early works heavily relied upon symmetry, symmetry is typically not robust enough to detect vehicles by itself. The on-road environment features many objects that feature high symmetry, such as man-made structures and traffic signs. Many daytime vehicle detection studies that have used symmetry as the main feature do not provide an extensive experimental evaluation. Symmetry is more likely to serve to generate regions of interest for further feature extraction and classification [18] , [24] , [36] , [62] . In [38] , a novel analysis of the symmetery of HOG features is used to detect vehicles.
Learning and classification approaches have also transitioned in recent years. While neural networks can deliver acceptable performance, their popularity in research communities has waned. This is mainly due to the fact that neural network training features many parameters to tune and converges to a local optimum over the training set. Competing discriminative methods converge to a global optimum over the training set, which provides nice properties for further analysis, such as fitting posterior probabilities [188] . Studies that use SVM and AdaBoost classifications are far more prevalent in the modern vehicle literature, a trend which mirrors similar movement in the computer vision and machine learning research communities.
While monocular vehicle detection has been an active research area for quite some time, open challenges still remain. It is challenging to develop a single detector that works equally well in all the varied conditions encountered on the road.
Scene-specific classifiers, categorizing the on-road scene as urban versus highway and/or cloudy versus sunny, could augment the performance of vehicle detectors, utilizing image classification as a preprocessing step [189] .
Monocular vehicle detection largely relies on a feature extraction-classification paradigm, which is based on machine learning. This approach works very well when the vehicle is fully visible. In particular, robustly detecting partially occluded vehicles using monocular vision remains an open challenge. Early work in this area is ongoing based on detecting vehicles as a combination of independent parts [51] , but detecting partially occluded vehicles remains a challenging research area. Using parts to detect vehicles has been implemented in [75] , but the recognition still has difficulty with occlusions. Future works will need to include motion cues into monocular vehicle detection to identify vehicles as they appear while seamlessly integrating them into machine learning frameworks.
Object detection using stereo vision has also made great progress over the past decade. Advances in stereo matching yield much cleaner, less noisy, and denser disparity maps [109] . Improved stereo matching enables more robust scene segmentation, based on motion and structural cues [85] . While stereo matching and reconstruction has improved, stereo-vision methods typically recognize vehicles in a bottom-up manner. This is to say that the typical paradigm consists of ego-motion compensation, tracking feature points in 3-D, distinguishing static from moving points, and associating moving points into moving objects [84] . Finally, moving objects are labeled as vehicles by fitting a cuboid model [137] or clustering [130] . While these methods have made great progress, complex scenes still present difficulty [85] . Integration of machine learning methodology could increase the robustness of existent stereovision approaches and has the potential to simplify the vehicle detection task. Research along these lines has been performed by using machine-learning-based detection on the monocular plane, integrating stereo vision for validation and tracking [5] , [118] , [126] . Future work could involve a more principled machine learning approach, learning on motion cues, image cues, and disparity or depth cues.
As the cost of active sensors, such as radar and lidar, continues to decrease, integration of these sensing modalities with vision will continue to increase in prevalence. Automotive radar and lidar systems are fairly mature in their ability to detect objects and obstacles, but their ability to distinguish vehicles from other objects is limited. Currently, radar and lidar systems distill their detections into multiple object lists. As lanetracking cameras become standard options on serial production vehicles, the opportunity to integrate vision with active sensing technology will present itself. Vision allows an intuitive level of semantic abstraction that is not otherwise available with lidar or radar. Many studies detect vehicles with one modality and validate with the other [164] , [178] . Others detect vehicles with vision and detect range with radar or lidar [14] . Future works will need a principled object-level fusion of vision and active sensors for vehicle detection [177] . Such an information fusion could reduce estimation covariance and enhance robustness, although the asynchronous nature of the multiple modalities will need to be handled [190] .
B. Vehicle Tracking
While early works in monocular on-road vehicle tracking used template matching [24] , recursive Bayesian filtering approaches, such as Kalman filtering [50] and particle filtering [75] , have become the norm. Estimation of a tracked vehicle's position in the image plane can be augmented by using optical flow, as vision-based vehicle detectors can fluctuate in their pixel locations from frame to frame, even for a static object. Future work in monocular vehicle tracking will pursue information fusion of the optical flow motion and the motion from vehicle detections in consecutive frames. To this end, low-level motion cues can improve monocular vehicle tracking and provide a basis for enhanced track management, when detections are dropped in certain frames.
Vehicle tracking in the stereo-vision domain, by contrast, is extremely mature. Indeed, most vehicle detection approaches using stereo vision are based on motion and tracking, from interest points to 3-D points, to clustered objects, to cuboid vehicle models [85] . Estimation of the vehicle's yaw rate has emerged as a very important cue, for identifying turning behavior and for improved prediction of the vehicle's motion [82] . Extended Kalman filtering for vehicle tracking has increased in popularity to accommodate the nonlinear observation and motion models [82] , [118] . Particle filtering has also increased in popularity for vehicle tracking while dispensing with some assumptions required for Kalman filtering [84] . Interacting multiple models, however, seem to best account for the different modes exhibited by vehicle motion on the road. In [3] , motion modes for constant velocity and yaw rate, constant velocity and yaw acceleration, constant acceleration and yaw rate, and constant acceleration and yaw acceleration were all available to best model the motion of a tracked vehicle, with a likelihood measurement to choose the best fit. Such modeling allows for sudden changes in vehicle motion, without simply compensating for the changes with the noise terms. Including a transition probability between modes increases the estimation stability and draws powerful parallels with established techniques in the analysis of Markov chains.
C. On-Road Behavior Analysis
On-road behavior analysis speaks to a higher level of semantic interpretation of the driving environment and is the least mature area of research. While this level of analysis is dependent on robust vehicle detection and vehicle tracking, the aim is to answer questions beyond those answered by detection and tracking. These issues include identification of maneuvers, characterization of vehicle behavior, and long-term motion prediction. Only in the past few years have vehicle detection and tracking methodologies become sufficiently mature to enable the exploration of these deeper questions.
Recognition of specific maneuvers has so far been coincident with detection of vehicles in a particular location relative to the ego vehicle [16] or directly inferred by dynamical information from tracking vehicles [82] . While dynamical models of vehicle motion are well established, identification of vehicle maneuvering has so far been implemented in a maneuver-specific manner. Future works will need to formulate general models of vehicle maneuvering, which allow for picking the most likely current maneuver from a pool of available classes [6] . This could be implemented using generative models [186] , or allversus-one discriminative classification for maneuver detection. Ongoing research will also have to account for various traffic and road conditions, with different models for urban versus highway driving, arterial versus intersections, and free-flow versus congested driving conditions. Predicting a vehicle's maneuver requires making a decision with a partially observed sequence of tracking data. Integration of latent variable models [71] , [191] will play a role in the identification of maneuvers.
Recognition of overtaking maneuvers has been an active research area [16] , [164] . The main difference between an overtake and a lane change is the presence of a vehicle in the target lane and acceleration to keep a safe distance. A similar distinction exists between so-called undertaking and lane changing. In real-world settings, vehicle motion is constrained by traffic, infrastructure, and other vehicles. Modeling the interactions between vehicles is an open area of research, in the context of vehicle behavior characterization. In [192] , the distances and time gaps between vehicles were used as a feature for predicting the driver's intent to change lanes. Further research will need to be conducted to characterize the interactions between vehicles and their role in on-road behavior. The vehicle dynamics associated with a specific maneuver can be learned, in a data-driven manner, from the controller area network (CAN) bus of the ego vehicle and the presence and absence of vehicles in the target lane. It would then be a research question to determine an appropriate and sufficient distillation of the data to classify and predict those maneuvers in unlabeled data. The inertial sensors available on the ego vehicle provide more data signals, each of higher precision, than can be reasonably measured using vision. The research question will be concerned with detecting maneuvers based on the parameters that are observable and robustly estimated.
In the analysis and characterization of vehicle behavior, a major challenge will be in identifying erratic, abnormal, and aggressive driving by other vehicles. While identifying specific maneuvers can be formulated as a well-defined problem, for example, turning [3] , characterizing another vehicle's behavior remains an open question. Given the tracking of vehicles with respect to their own lanes, weak cues such as vehicle's veering within its lane or crossing over lane boundaries could be used. More likely, research studies will try to characterize normal driving behavior for a given context in a data-driven manner and identify abnormal trajectories by measuring the model fit of an observed vehicle trajectory [4] .
Filtering approaches like the Kalman filter can provide a good estimate of a vehicle's position, velocity, and other parameters one frame ahead of time, at typical camera frame rates between 10 and 25 frames per second. Long-term motion prediction requires an estimate of the vehicle's motion 1-2 s, or 25-50 frames, ahead of time, outside the capabilities of conventional filtering techniques. Long-term motion classification and prediction will involve further research into learning and modeling of vehicle trajectories. An enhanced understanding of vehicle trajectories will allow onboard systems to infer the intent of other vehicle's drivers, based on sequential tracking measurements from vision-based systems.
A transition will need to take place from measuring a tracked vehicle's motion in the coordinate frame of the ego vehicle to position-independent coordinate frames, such as the sequence of angles approach used in [193] . While vision-based vehicle tracking research tends to measure the position and motion of vehicles in the coordinate frame of the ego vehicle, there needs to be a movement toward understanding the motion and behavior of other vehicles as independent traffic agents. Trajectories, i.e., sequences of vehicle tracking data, may be well modeled by Markov chains, but there will need to be a transition probability between sequences, to account for drivers changing their minds at the last minute. To this end, we foresee learned trajectory models working in concert with established tracking approaches such as interacting multiple models. A full vehicle motion understanding engine would include multiple trackers with distinct motion models to estimate vehicle state in the short term, interacting multiple models to identify vehicle maneuvering in the medium term, and trajectory learning to predict vehicle motion in the long term. Associated issues, such as data windowing and online model updates, will also need to be addressed.
D. Benchmarks
We briefly discuss the benchmarks that are publicly available and commonly used performance metrics in vehicle detection, tracking, and behavior analysis. Table V provides a summary of some of the publicly available and widely used data sets. While these data sets are available, we note that it is still common practice for research groups to capture their own video data, for use in training and testing. Like many computer vision and machine learning research areas, vehicle detection is not so easily summarized by one standard data set. The driving environment features high variability in illumination, weather, and road conditions. Furthermore, vehicle models and road structure differ across the globe, meaning European, Asian, and North American data sets will certainly differ.
Until recently, few vehicle detection studies, particularly in the monocular domain, have evaluated their performance in realistic conditions, using real-world on-road video. Prior works would report results on static images, often subsets of databases that were created for object recognition, such as Caltech 1999, 2001 [194] , [195] . In the past few years, this has changed, and published research works now regularly report results on realworld video. A lot of research are funded by automotive manufacturers, and their CAN signals are proprietary information. As such, on-road vehicle detection does not have a strong history of standard benchmark data sets, unlike other computer vision disciplines [196] . It is now becoming a standard practice for researchers to release data sets, source code, and even camera calibration parameters, which will help the research community make further progress in on-road vehicle detection. However, only very recently have published works started to make their data sets publicly available, for evaluation and benchmarking by others in the research community. Fig. 6 . Performance metrics. (a) Overlap criterion used for labeling detections as true or false positives in the image plane [196] . (b) Plotting the recall versus 1 − precision for monocular vehicle detection [37] . (c) Plotting the estimated yaw rate versus time, along with ground truth [3] .
In monocular vehicle detection, commonly used benchmarks quantify recall of true positive vehicles and false alarms. Given a ground truth annotation G i in a frame and a detection D i , the detection is deemed a true positive if the overlap of the two exceeds a threshold τ , as shown in (2) . Fig. 6(a) depicts the overlap criterion for detections and ground truth bounding boxes in the image plane. Thus A detection D i that does not have sufficient overlap with the ground truth annotation, including zero overlap, is deemed a false positive. Detection and false positives are counted over a video sequence. Dividing the number of true and false positives by a variety of denominators yields a set of metrics that have been used in the field. For detections, the true positive rate, or recall, is almost uniformly used. For false alarms, common metrics include 1 − precision or false detection rate, false positive rate, false positives per frame, and false positives per object. Table VI defines these terms. Monocular tracking studies typically use the same metrics for tracking as for detection. While [196] defined useful metrics to quantify the consistency of track identification numbers, their use is virtually unseen in on-road vehicle tracking works.
Stereo-vision vehicle detection studies typically do not report true positive and false positive rates, although this has recently begun to change [118] . Instead, stereo-vision studies tend to focus on estimation accuracy for the motion parameters of a tracked vehicle, including position, velocity, and yaw rate [3] , [84] . The performance is typically quantified with the mean absolute error and the standard deviation in estimation. Table VII defines these terms, using x for the various parameters estimated using a given tracker, and N is the number of frames.
Vehicle behavior studies, lacking a uniformly established system definition, lack a standard set of performance metrics. Context-based detection [16] , [125] studies will often use similar metrics to those used in monocular vision. Studies concerned with trajectories [4] , [131] will often report classification accuracy by casting the problem as a multiclass classification task. As this area of study matures, a standard set of performance metrics will emerge. Performance evaluation will need to include a combination of metrics for motion prediction, e.g., mean absolute error, and metrics for classification accuracy for multiclass inference, e.g., confusion matrices.
Publicly available vehicle detection benchmarks are becoming more common, but they are still quite rare for vehicle tracking. Part of the difficulty has lied with generating ground truth for the 3-D positions and velocities of vehicles in video sequences. The newly released KITTI database [198] contains extensive video data captured with a calibrated stereo rig, as well as synchronized lidar data, which can be used as a ground truth for vehicle localization. The recently released data set in [68] has also contained lidar data so that vision-based detection accuracy can be evaluated as a function of longitudinal distance. However, ground truth for dynamical parameters such as velocity and vehicle yaw rate must necessarily come from the tracked vehicle's own CAN, which is not feasible outside of controlled and orchestrated trials.
Benchmark data sets for on-road behavior analysis do not currently exist. This lack of benchmarks largely has to do with the infancy of this research area. Semantically meaningful labels for ground truth are still not standard. The various studies in the field pursue different objectives: identifying critical and abnormal situations [88] , detecting specific maneuvers [3] , [164] , and predicting long-term motion [131] . As such, there is currently not a unified objective or a set of performance metrics for this area of research. Furthermore, capturing and labeling a relevant data set is a challenging task, as such a benchmark requires all steps, from vehicle detection to tracking to behavior analysis, all labeled and ground truth, with globally applicable and accepted performance metrics and interpretations. As this area of research matures, meaningful and widely accepted research objectives, goals, and performance metrics will emerge; and standard benchmarks will become more common. More comprehensive benchmark data sets will need to be published in order to streamline the efforts of the research community.
VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this study, we have provided a review of the literature addressing on-road vehicle detection, vehicle tracking, and behavior analysis using vision. We have placed vision-based vehicle detection in the context of sensor-based on-road perception and provided comparisons with complimentary technologies, namely, radar and lidar. We have provided a survey of the past decade's progress in vision-based vehicle detection, for monocular and stereo-vision sensor configurations. Included in our treatment of vehicle detection is the treatment of camera placement, nighttime algorithms, sensor-fusion strategies, and real-time architecture. We have reviewed vehicle tracking in the context of vision-based sensing, addressing monocular applications in the image plane, and stereo-vision applications in the 3-D domain, including various filtering techniques and motion models. We have reviewed the state of the art in on-road behavior analysis, addressing specific maneuver detection, context analysis, and long-term motion classification and prediction. Finally, we have provided critiques, discussion, and outlooks on the direction of the field. While vision-based vehicle detection has matured significantly over the past decade, a deeper and more holistic understanding of the on-road environment will remain an active area of research in the coming years.
